Message from the Guest Editors

Artificial intelligence (AI) is reshaping the global scenario and redefining the development of new technologies, applications, policies, and service demands. This problem-solving strategy is needed in many fields, both currently and in the future, to minimize human intervention. The AI is categorized into strong AI, applied AI, and cognitive AI. Strong AI is usually used for a machine to think and process the decisions by itself. Applied AI generally processes information to make smart systems that behave like an expert.

This Special Issue will delve into mutually dependent subfields including, but not limited to, machine learning, computer vision, natural language processing, deep learning, wireless sensor networks, blockchain technology, cryptography, big data, social networks, Internet of things, image processing, etc. Accepted papers will build a comprehensive collection of research and development trends on contemporary “Artificial Intelligence Technologies and Applications” that will serve as a convenient reference for AI experts and newly arrived practitioners, introducing them to the field’s trends.